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Abstract
Opinion summarization research has primar-001
ily focused on generating summaries reflect-002
ing important opinions from customer reviews003
without paying much attention to the writing004
style. In this paper, we propose the stylized005
opinion summarization task, which aims to006
generate a summary of customer reviews in007
the desired (e.g., professional) writing style.008
To tackle the difficulty in collecting customer009
and professional review pairs, we develop a010
non-parallel training framework, Noisy Pair-011
ing and Partial Supervision (NAPA ), which012
trains a stylized opinion summarization sys-013
tem from non-parallel customer and profes-014
sional review sets. We create a benchmark PRO-015
SUM by collecting customer and professional016
reviews from Yelp and Michelin. Experimental017
results on PROSUM and FewSum demonstrate018
that our non-parallel training framework con-019
sistently improves both automatic and human020
evaluations, successfully building a stylized021
opinion summarization model that can gener-022
ate professionally-written summaries from cus-023
tomer reviews.024

1 Introduction025

Opinion summarization, which focuses on automat-026

ically generating textual summaries from multiple027

customer reviews, has received increasing attention028

due to the rise of online review platforms. Different029

from single-document summarization tasks (e.g.,030

news summarization), which can easily collect a031

large amount of document-summary pairs, manu-032

ally creating summaries from multiple reviews is033

expensive; it is not easy to collect large-scale train-034

ing data for opinion summarization. To address this035

challenge, existing studies build pseudo-reviews-036

summary pairs in a self-supervised fashion (Chu037

and Liu, 2019; Amplayo and Lapata, 2020; Am-038

playo et al., 2021) or use a small amount of reviews-039

summary pairs (Bražinskas et al., 2020a) in a few-040

shot manner to train opinion summarization mod-041

els.042

Stylized opinion summary:  
The sta! is upbeat, and the room is attractively 
minimal in design, but what really stands out here is 
the adoration of this little sushi-ya's devoted clientele.

Conventional opinion summary:  
This is a great place to eat. The sta! is very friendly.

Customer reviews:  
• The sta! is welcoming, and the food is absolutely 

delicious. 
• I like this sushi restaurant the best! 
• The space is small yet inviting and comfortable.

Figure 1: Comparison of conventional and stylized opin-
ion summarization. Given multiple reviews as input,
stylized opinion summarization aims to generate a sum-
mary in the desired writing style.

However, existing opinion summarization sys- 043

tems have focused on summarizing important opin- 044

ions in reviews while not paying much attention to 045

the writing style. They leverage customer reviews 046

as pseudo summaries to train models, which gen- 047

erate summaries in the same writing style as the 048

customer reviews as illustrated in Figure 2. On the 049

other hand, professional reviews, such as Michelin 050

Guide—a prestigious and popular restaurant guide, 051

use a quite different writing style to describe the 052

same type of information. 053

In this paper, we aim to fill this gap between cus- 054

tomer and professional reviews by proposing a new 055

branch of opinion summarization—stylized opin- 056

ion summarization, where the goal is to generate a 057

summary of opinions in the desired writing style. 058

Specifically, besides customer reviews, as the input 059

to the conventional opinion summarization task, we 060

use a few example summaries in the desired writing 061

style as auxiliary information to guide the model in 062

learning the writing style. Since a few summaries 063

in the desired writing style may not cover the same 064

entities (e.g., restaurants) as the customer review 065

set, the two review sets for the stylized opinion 066

summarization task are non-parallel, which makes 067

the task more challenging.1 068

1We will also evaluate the parallel setting later.
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(a) Noisy Pairing: Given the candidate summary y, the pairs
of noisy input reviews and output summary, (X ′, y), are built
by retrieving the input reviews from a set of reviews from an
arbitrary entity. This example retrieves the reviews from a steak
restaurant given the professionally written summary of a sushi
restaurant.

Step through the serene, 
bamboo-filled entrance and 
into this dedicated sushi den.

The rooms are dedicated to 
Christmas decorations all year 

round.

I came this steak restaurant for 
dinner. Atmosphere is inviting, 

intimate and calm.

You get a super homey feeling 
when you step through the door, 

like you're family.

Token-level alignment

…
Training with Aligned Tokens

(b) Partial Supervision: After building a noisy input-output
pair, we obtain the token-level alignment between the pair
based on the word, stem, and synonym matching. Finally, we
introduce indicator functions δt into the standard negative log-
loss function L to train using only aligned tokens, highlighted
in green.

Figure 2: Overview of our non-parallel training framework, Noisy Pairing and Partial Supervision.

To this end, we develop a non-parallel training069

framework, Noisy Pairing and Partial Supervision070

(NAPA ), which builds a stylized opinion sum-071

marization model from non-parallel customer and072

professional review sets. The core idea consists of073

two functions: Noisy Pairing (§4.1) creates pseudo074

“noisy” reviews-summary pairs forcibly for each075

summary in the desired writing style by obtaining076

input reviews similar to the summary. Then, Partial077

Supervision (§4.2) trains a model with the collected078

noisy pairs by focusing on the sub-sequence of the079

summary that can be reproduced from the input re-080

views while not learning to hallucinate non-existing081

content. Figure 2 illustrates the two functions. In082

this example, for a professionally-written review of083

a sushi restaurant, Noisy Pairing finds reviews of a084

steak restaurant as noisy source reviews, which are085

then partially used by Partial Supervision to train a086

stylized opinion summarization model.087

We also create and release a benchmark for088

stylized opinion summarization named PROSUM,089

which consists of 700 paired Yelp reviews and090

Michelin point-of-views. Experimental results on091

PROSUM confirm that NAPA successfully gen-092

erates summaries in the desired writing style in093

a non-parallel training setting, significantly better094

than models trained by self-supervision and exist-095

ing non-parallel training methods.096

We further performed additional experiments097

using existing supervised opinion summarization098

benchmarks, FewSum (Bražinskas et al., 2020a),099

in a non-parallel setting. We observed that NAPA100

brings significant gains over self-supervised sys-101

tems and competitive performance with state-of-102

the-art supervised systems, indicating the general-103

izability of the proposed method.104

2 The PROSUM Corpus 105

Data Collection We build a stylized opinion sum- 106

marization dataset, PROSUM, which pairs customer 107

reviews and professional reviews about the same 108

restaurant, as we need customer reviews as the in- 109

put and a professional review as the summary for 110

evaluation purposes. 111

We first collected 700 professionally-written 112

restaurant reviews from guide.michelin. 113

com, a famous restaurant review site. Unlike 114

crowd-sourced opinion summaries, these reviews 115

are written by professional writers. Thus, they in- 116

clude more appealing expressions and attractive 117

information than crowd-sourced summaries. Then, 118

we collected customer reviews from a popular cus- 119

tomer review platform, yelp.com, by asking 120

crowdsourced workers from Appen2 to find the 121

same restaurant for each of the restaurants we col- 122

lected in the first step. We collected up to 5,000 123

customer reviews for each restaurant. 124

Filtering Since our main focus is to create a styl- 125

ized opinion summarization benchmark and thou- 126

sands of input reviews cannot be handled by most 127

pre-trained language models, we filtered source 128

customer reviews to reduce the number of input 129

reviews to a size that can be handled by commonly 130

used pre-trained language models. 131

For each reviews-summary pair, we selected 132

source Yelp reviews so that the coverage of the tar- 133

get Michelin review was maximized. Specifically, 134

we used the sum of the ROUGE-1/2 Recall scores 135

between the selected source Yelp reviews and the 136

target Michelin review to measure the coverage. 137

We incrementally added source reviews until the 138

total length exceeded 1,024 words to maximize the 139

2https://appen.com/
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Src len. Tgt len. % of novel n-grams in gold summary Extractive oracle
Unigram Bigram Trigram 4-gram R1 R2 RL

PROSUM (ours) 1162.7 139.7 38.19 84.76 97.17 99.18 42.97 10.99 22.59

Yelp (Bražinskas et al., 2020a) 453.3 58.02 31.71 83.02 95.53 98.35 47.79 15.28 25.84
Amazon (Bražinskas et al., 2020a) 446.2 56.89 31.62 82.32 95.84 98.60 46.31 14.27 25.44

Table 1: Statistics of PROSUM and FewSum Yelp/Amazon benchmarks. PROSUM has a longer source and target
length compared to the FewSum benchmarks and offers more abstractive summaries with respect to the novel
n-gram ratio. The source and target length is the number of BPE tokens per example using the BART tokenizer.

coverage in a greedy manner. On average, 6.7 input140

reviews were selected for each pair. This selection141

step is to ensure the target Michelin summary can142

be created by source Yelp reviews.143

Finally, we shuffled the selected source reviews144

to remove the selection order bias. The final bench-145

mark consists of 100/100/500 entities for the train-146

ing/validation/test set. Note that we keep parallel147

data (i.e., reviews-summary pairs) in PROSUM for148

evaluation and for training supervised models. For149

NAPA or other non-parallel training models, we150

remove source reviews from the training set.151

Statistics We summarize the PROSUM dataset152

and compare it with existing opinion summariza-153

tion datasets in Table 1. We calculate novel n-154

grams in gold summaries to evaluate how abstrac-155

tive/extractive PROSUM is and the performance of156

the extractive oracle summaries from the source157

reviews. We confirm that the PROSUM is more158

abstractive than the existing benchmarks. The ex-159

tractive oracle performance supports the feasibility160

of stylized opinion summarization in PROSUM.161

3 Self-supervised Opinion Summarization162

This section describes the standard self-supervised163

framework for conventional opinion summariza-164

tion and then the pseudo-reviews-summary pair165

construction approach (Elsahar et al., 2021), which166

is also used as the pre-training method in §5.167

Opinion summarization is a multi-document168

summarization problem that aims to generate a169

textual summary text y that reflects the salient opin-170

ions given the set of reviews X = {x1, . . . , xN}.171

Due to the unavailability of a sufficient amount of172

reference summaries for training, a commonly used173

approach is to create a pseudo-reviews-summary174

training pair (X̃ , ỹ) from a massive amount of re-175

views and trains an opinion summarization model176

pθ using negative log-loss minimization,177

L = − log pθ(ỹ|X̃ ) = −
∑
t

log pθ(ỹt|ỹ<t, X̃ ).178

Pseudo reviews-summary pairs construction 179

Let Re denotes the set of reviews for specific entity 180

e such as a restaurant. For each set of reviews Re, 181

we treat a review in this set as a pseudo summary 182

ỹ ∈ Re and then retrieve the relevant reviews to 183

build a source set of reviews X̃ . Concretely, given 184

a pseudo summary ỹ, retrieve the source set of N 185

reviews X̃ by maximizing the sum of the similarity 186

as follows: 187

X̃ = argmax
X⊂Re\{ỹ},|X |=N

∑
x∈X

sim(x, ỹ), 188

where similarity is measured by the cosine similar- 189

ity of the TF-IDF vector. This operation is applied 190

to all reviews as pseudo summaries. Then the top- 191

K pseudo-reviews-summary pairs with the highest 192

similarity scores
∑

x∈X̃ sim(x, ỹ) are retained as 193

the final pseudo-training set {(X̃i, ỹi)}Ki=1. 194

4 NAPA 195

Although pseudo-reviews-summary pairs creation 196

has been one of the solid approaches for conven- 197

tional opinion summarization, we cannot directly 198

use it for stylized opinion summarization, as there 199

are two sets of non-parallel reviews in different 200

writing styles. 201

This section describes a non-parallel training 202

framework for stylized opinion summarization, 203

Noisy Pairing and Partial Supervision (NAPA ), 204

which trains a summarization model from non- 205

parallel customer and professional review sets. 206

4.1 Noisy Pairing 207

Noisy Pairing expands the existing pseudo-reviews- 208

summary construction approach to create “noisy” 209

reviews-summary pairs for each summary in the 210

desired writing style by obtaining input reviews 211

similar to the summary. 212

To leverage the desired style of summary y for 213

the entity e, which is not paired with the set of 214

reviews for the same entity Re, we first build the 215

noisy reviews-summary pairs. Specifically, given 216
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the summary y for entity e, we follow the pseudo217

data construction approach (§3) to construct the218

source set of reviews, but we retrieve the reviews219

from the different entity e′(̸= e) with the summary:220

X̃ ′ = argmax
X⊂Re′ ,|X |=N

∑
x∈X

sim(x, y).221

For instance, given a summary of a sushi restau-222

rant, we can use reviews of a steak restaurant to223

construct a noisy reviews-summary pair as illus-224

trated in Figure 2. Then, using the similar approach225

used in the pseudo data construction, we obtain the226

final noisy training set {(X̃ ′, y)}. In particular, the227

top 10 noisy reviews-summary pairs of the highest228

similarity score are retained for each summary.229

Note that this method could unintentionally se-230

lect the review of the correct entity as input (i.e.,231

e′ = e), so in our experiments, we explicitly dis-232

carded the review of the entity used in summary to233

maintain the non-parallel setting.234

4.2 Partial Supervision235

With the noisy pairing method described above, we236

can build noisy reviews-summary pairs {(X̃ ′, y)},237

but obviously, a model trained with these pairs will238

generate unfaithful summaries. However, even in239

such noisy reviews-summary pairs, there would240

be sub-sequences of the summary y that could be241

generated from noisy input reviews X̃ ′.242

To implement this intuition into the training, we243

first compute the token-level alignment between a244

noisy set of reviews X̃ ′ and summary y, and then245

introduce the indicator function δt inside of the246

standard log-loss function to ignore the unaligned247

tokens during the training:248

L′ = −
∑
t

δt log pθ(yt|y<t, X̃ ′),249

where the alignment function δt will be 1 if the250

token yt is aligned with the noisy source reviews251

X and otherwise 0 as illustrated in Figure 2b. This252

allows for using aligned words, such as the style253

and expressions used in the summary, as a training254

signal without increasing the likelihood of halluci-255

nated words.256

For the alignment function, we use word-level257

matching between the source and target reviews.258

Since professional writers have a rich vocabulary,259

which contains words that rarely appear in cus-260

tomer reviews, we implement word stem matching261

and synonym matching (e.g., serene ∼ calm) to262

increase the coverage in Partial Supervision. We 263

discuss the design choice of the alignment function 264

in §6.3. 265

5 Evaluation 266

We use PROSUM and an existing opinion summa- 267

rization benchmark FewSum (Bražinskas et al., 268

2020a) to verify the effectiveness and generaliz- 269

ability of NAPA . For FewSum, we discarded 270

the source reviews from the training dataset to con- 271

vert FewSum into a stylized opinion summarization 272

benchmark (i.e., in the non-parallel setting). 273

5.1 Settings 274

Training Data For non-parallel training, we first 275

pre-train a self-supervised opinion summariza- 276

tion model using pseudo-reviews-summary pairs 277

(§3). Then, we fine-tune it using noisy reviews- 278

summary pairs using NAPA (§4). Therefore, we 279

need two sets of pseudo-reviews-summary pairs 280

for self-supervised pre-training and noisy reviews- 281

summary pairs for NAPA . 282

As PROSUM does not contain customer reviews 283

for training, we use the Yelp review dataset3, which 284

has 7M reviews for 150k entities, to collect reviews- 285

summary pairs for PROSUM dataset. We discarded 286

all the entities used in the Michelin reviews in PRO- 287

SUM to avoid unintentionally selecting the same 288

entity for Noisy Pairing. Then, we excluded enti- 289

ties that do not satisfy the following criteria: (1) in 290

either the restaurant or food category; (2) the 291

rating is higher than 4.0/5.0 on average. Then, we 292

filtered reviews with 5-star ratings. Finally, we dis- 293

carded entities that have less than ten reviews. After 294

this pre-processing, we built 100k pseudo-reviews- 295

summary pairs and 1k noisy reviews-summary 296

pairs for self-supervised pre-training and NAPA , 297

respectively. The pre-processing method for the 298

FewSum dataset is described in Appendix. 299

Model We instantiate our summarization mod- 300

els using the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 301

2017) initialized with the BART-large check- 302

point (Lewis et al., 2020) in the transformers 303

library (Wolf et al., 2020). We used AdamW op- 304

timizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) with a lin- 305

ear scheduler and warmup, whose initial learning 306

rate is set to 1e-5, and label smoothing (Szegedy 307

et al., 2016) with a smoothing factor of 0.1. We 308

tested three configurations: (1) the full version, 309

3https://www.yelp.com/dataset
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(2) without Partial Supervision, and (3) without310

Noisy Paring and Partial Supervision—the self-311

supervised base model trained only using pseudo-312

review-summary pairs.313

5.2 Baselines314

For the main experiment on PROSUM, we com-315

pared the state-of-the-art opinion summarization316

system (BiMeanVAE) and two text-style transfer317

models (Pipeline and Multitask). We also evalu-318

ated the upper-bound performance of NAPA by319

using the parallel training dataset, where the cus-320

tomer and professionally written reviews for the321

same entity are correctly paired (Supervised upper-322

bound). For the FewSum dataset, we compared323

various opinion summarization models, including324

self-supervised models and supervised models that325

use parallel training data, to verify the performance326

of our non-parallel training framework. The details327

can be found in Appendix.328

BiMeanVAE: BiMeanVAE (Iso et al., 2021) is329

a self-supervised opinion summarization model330

based on a variational autoencoder. We further fine-331

tune this model using Michelin reviews to generate332

summaries with the desired style.333

Pipeline: We combine a self-supervised opin-334

ion summarization model and text style transfer335

model to build a two-stage pipeline. For the self-336

supervised model, we use the same self-supervised337

base model as NAPA . For the text style trans-338

fer model, we use STRAP (Krishna et al., 2020),339

which uses inverse paraphrasing to perform text340

style transfer using Yelp and Michelin reviews in341

the non-parallel setting.342

Multitask: We use a multi-task learning frame-343

work, TitleStylist (Jin et al., 2020), which combines344

summarization and denoising autoencoder objec-345

tives to train a summarization model that generates346

summaries in the desired writing style. In the ex-347

periment, we use Yelp pseudo-reviews-summary348

pairs (Michelin reviews) for the summarization (de-349

noising) objective.350

5.3 Automatic Evaluation351

We use the F1 scores of ROUGE-1/2/L (Lin, 2004)4352

and BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020)5 for reference-353

based automatic evaluation. Additionally, we cal-354

culate the CTC score (Deng et al., 2021) to evalu-355

4https://github.com/Diego999/py-rouge
5https://github.com/Tiiiger/bert_score

ate the consistency and relevance of the generated 356

summaries. The consistency score is measured by 357

the alignment between the source reviews and the 358

generated summary based on the contextual em- 359

bedding similarity; the relevance score is measured 360

by the alignment between the generated summary 361

and the reference summary multiplied by the con- 362

sistency score. The contextual embeddings are 363

obtained from the roberta-large model. 364

ProSum Table 2 shows the main experimental 365

results on PROSUM. The self-supervised model 366

(i.e., NAPA w/o Noisy Pairing and Partial Supervi- 367

sion) outperforms all the non-parallel baseline sys- 368

tems. The comparison shows that Pipeline, which 369

combines the self-supervised model and STRAP, 370

degrades the summarization quality. The result in- 371

dicates that it is not easy to achieve stylized opinion 372

summarization by simply combining a summariza- 373

tion model and a text style transfer model. 374

NAPA w/o Partial Supervision improves the 375

summarization quality against the self-supervised 376

model while causing degradation in consistency be- 377

tween generated summaries and the source reviews. 378

This degradation is expected, as Noisy Pairing cre- 379

ates pseudo-reviews-summary by sampling reviews 380

from a different entity, only considering the simi- 381

larity against the pseudo-summary. We will discuss 382

this point in detail in §6.1. 383

NAPA substantially outperforms the baselines 384

for summarization quality and relevance while 385

maintaining the same level of consistency as the 386

best self-supervised model. This confirms that Par- 387

tial Supervision successfully alleviates the consis- 388

tency degradation caused by Noisy Pairing. 389

The experimental results demonstrate that both 390

Noisy Pairing and Partial Supervision are essential 391

to building a robust stylized opinion summarization 392

model, allowing the model to take advantage of 393

useful signals in the noisy reviews-summary pairs. 394

FewSum The experimental results on FewSum 395

in the non-parallel setting shown in Table 3 also ob- 396

serve the substantial improvements by NAPA over 397

the self-supervised systems. NAPA shows competi- 398

tive performance against state-of-the-art supervised 399

systems, which use parallel training data for train- 400

ing. The results further confirm that providing a 401

small number of reference summaries in the de- 402

sired writing style, even if they are not paired with 403

input reviews, can help NAPA train a solid summa- 404

rization model for stylized opinion summarization. 405

5
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PROSUM
R1 R2 RL BS Consistency Relevance

Non-parallel baselines
Multitask (Jin et al., 2020) 23.78 1.85 15.81 80.92 95.01 89.84
Pipeline (Krishna et al., 2020) 27.19 2.69 16.76 82.88 96.69 91.99
BiMeanVAE (Iso et al., 2021) 28.15 3.49 18.68 83.10 96.83 91.98

NAPA
Full version 33.54 4.95 20.67 84.77 96.86 92.48
w/o Partial Supervision 31.64 3.96 18.90 84.15 96.09 91.80
w/o Noisy Paring and Partial Supervision 28.19 3.43 17.60 83.49 96.88 91.92

Supervised upperbound 34.50 5.70 20.64 84.96 97.23 92.96

Table 2: Experimental results on the PROSUM dataset. R1/2/L and BS denote the F1 scores of ROUGE-1/2/L and
BERTScore. NAPA gives substantial improvements over the baselines. We also confirm that Partial Supervision
successfully alleviates the consistency degradation caused by Noisy Pairing.

YELP AMAZON
R1 R2 RL R1 R2 RL

Self-supervised baselines
MeanSum (Chu and Liu, 2019) 27.50 3.54 16.09 26.63 4.89 17.11
CopyCat (Bražinskas et al., 2020b) 28.12 5.89 18.32 27.85 4.77 18.86

Supervised baselines – Parallel training
FewSum (Bražinskas et al., 2020a) 37.29 9.92 22.76 33.56 7.16 24.49
PASS (Oved and Levy, 2021) 36.91 8.12 23.09 37.43 8.02 23.34
AdaSum (Bražinskas et al., 2022) 38.82 11.75 25.14 39.78 10.80 25.55
BART (our implementation) 39.69 11.63 25.48 39.05 10.08 24.29

NAPA – Non-parallel training
Full version 38.59 11.23 25.29 36.21 9.18 23.60
w/o Partial Supervision 37.41 10.51 24.18 35.30 7.45 21.92
w/o Noisy Pairing and Partial Supervision 33.39 7.64 20.67 30.18 5.24 19.70

Table 3: Experimental results on the FewSum dataset (Bražinskas et al., 2020a). NAPA shows substantial improve-
ments over the self-supervised baselines. Note that the supervised baseline models were fine-tuned on the parallel
training data (i.e., annotated reviews-summary pairs), while NAPA models were trained in the non-parallel setting.

5.4 Human Evaluation406

We conducted human evaluations to compare the407

performance of our model (NAPA) with three base-408

lines: Self-supervision, Pipeline, and NAPA with-409

out Partial Supervision (PS) on PROSUM with re-410

spect to the fluency, relevance, and attractiveness411

of the generated summary. We asked human an-412

notators recruited from Appen to rate generated413

summaries on a 4-point Likert scale for each eval-414

uation metric. We describe more details of the415

human evaluation in Appendix.416

Our findings from the results shown in Figure 3417

are: (1) using professionally-written summaries418

for training allows the model to generate more flu-419

ent and attractive summaries than other baselines420

(NAPA and NAPA w/o PS vs. Self-supervision421

and Pipeline); (2) NAPA without Partial Supervi-422

sion tends to generate more irrelevant summaries423

(NAPA vs. NAPA w/o PS). Overall, our results424

demonstrate the importance of using professionally-425

NAPA

NAPA w/o PS

Pipeline

Self-supervision

Fluency

Unfluent
Somewhat Unfluent
Somewhat Fluent
Fluent

Relevance

Irrelevant
Somewhat Irrelevant
Somewhat Relevant
Relevant

Attractiveness

Unattractive
Somewhat Unattractive
Somewhat Attractive
Attractive

Figure 3: Human evaluations of the fluency, relevance,
and attractiveness on PROSUM.

written summaries for training to improve the flu- 426

ency and attractiveness of generated summaries 427

and the need for Partial Supervision to ensure the 428

relevance of generated summaries. 429

6 Analysis 430

6.1 Importance of Partial Supervision 431

The experimental results in Tables 2 and 3 show 432

that NAPA without Partial Supervision—just using 433
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Figure 4: ROUGE-1 F1 score on validation set of PRO-
SUM at different training stages. The orange line de-
notes the model trained with partial supervision (§4.2),
and the green line denotes the model trained without
partial supervision.

noisy reviews-summary pairs—demonstrates solid434

performance for reference-based automatic evalu-435

ation metrics. This is a little bit counterintuitive,436

and this can be attributed to the positive effect of437

early stopping against noisy training data (Arpit438

et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020). To analyze this point,439

we conducted an additional experiment by train-440

ing NAPA with and without Partial Supervision for441

more training epochs.442

Figure 4 shows the ROUGE-1 F1 score on the443

validation set of PROSUM at different training444

epochs of the NAPA model trained with or with-445

out Partial Supervision (orange line and green446

line). As shown in the figure, we find that in the447

very early stages of training, both the models im-448

prove the ROUGE scores. In the later stage, NAPA449

without Partial Supervision (green line) shows con-450

tinuous degradation, while NAPA with Partial Su-451

pervision (orange line) shows robust performance452

consistently over the entire training process.453

This observation is aligned with the literature454

on noisy supervision, which shows that over-455

parametrized models learn simple patterns in456

the early stages of training and then memorize457

noise (Arpit et al., 2017). On the other hand, it458

is also known that early stopping is not sufficient459

under labeling noise (Ishida et al., 2020). We ob-460

served that NAPA without Partial Supervision gen-461

erated summaries that were less consistent with the462

source reviews (Table 2) and contained more hal-463

lucinations, as described in Appendix. The results464

support the importance of Partial Supervision for465

improving the robustness of the stylized opinion466

summarization model in non-parallel training.467

6.2 Pre-training with Self-supervision468

As we observe that the self-supervised baseline469

(i.e., NAPA w/o Noisy Pairing and Partial Supervi-470

sion) shows solid performance in Table 2 and better471

No Yes
Is Pretrained?

30.0

32.5

ROUGE-1

No Yes
Is Pretrained?

4

5

ROUGE-2
ProSum

No Yes
Is Pretrained?

18

20

ROUGE-L

Figure 5: Comparison of summarization quality with
and without pre-training. The blue line denotes the
model trained in a supervised setting, orange line de-
notes the model trained with partial supervision and
green line denotes the model trained without partial
supervision.

performance than the other self-supervised base- 472

lines in Table 3, we further investigated the effec- 473

tiveness of the pre-training using pseudo-reviews- 474

summary pairs (Self-supervision in §3) in the non- 475

parallel training. We conducted ablation studies for 476

the model trained with Partial Supervision (orange 477

line), without Partial Supervision (green line), and 478

supervised setting (blue line). 479

As shown in Figure 5, pre-training with self- 480

supervision in all the settings helps improve sum- 481

marization quality. The effect of pre-training is 482

the most remarkable in the non-parallel settings 483

(orange line and green line). This indicates that 484

while non-parallel training helps learn the desired 485

writing style for summary generation, it is diffi- 486

cult to determine what content to include in the 487

summary only from the noisy-reviews-summary 488

pairs. Therefore, we experimentally confirm the ef- 489

fectiveness of self-supervised pre-training for styl- 490

ized opinion summarization; self-supervision pre- 491

training teaches the model the basics of how to 492

summarize the content, and non-parallel training 493

introduces the model to write in the desired style. 494

The same analysis on the FewSum dataset can be 495

found in Appendix. 496

6.3 Choice of Token Alignment 497

As discussed in §4.2, the token alignment func- 498

tion should be carefully chosen to appropriately 499

align customer and professional reviews with dif- 500

ferent vocabularies. For example, the exact word 501

match should naively disregard semantically sim- 502

ilar words (e.g., serene and calm). Thus, we fur- 503

ther performed a comparative analysis of the token 504

alignment function. We compared NAPA with dif- 505

ferent variants of Partial Supervision that use: (1) 506

exact word matching, (2) stem matching, and (3) 507

synonym matching. 508

As shown in Table 4, No Partial Supervision 509
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Reference based metrics Novel n-gram ratios
R1 R2 RL BS Unigram Bigram Trigram Four-gram

NAPA
No Partial Supervision (δt = 1 for all t) 31.64 3.96 18.90 84.15 31.52 80.38 96.54 99.23

+ word match 32.88 4.77 19.98 84.50 12.78 64.10 91.63 97.69
+ word or stem match 32.49 4.82 20.03 84.45 13.23 66.60 92.27 97.94
+ word or stem or synonym match 33.54 4.95 20.67 84.77 15.54 67.19 92.24 97.75

Supervised upperbound 34.50 5.70 20.65 84.96 14.59 58.84 83.20 91.38

Table 4: Comparison of summaries generated with different alignment criteria; + word match is the strictest
alignment criterion; adding + stem and + synonym match allows for more relaxed alignment criteria allowing more
words to be used for training. As the alignment criteria are relaxed, more novel n-grams can be generated.

(first row) generates too many novel n-grams, indi-510

cating significant hallucinations; it shows the worst511

summarization performance. We confirm that the512

model tends to generate more novel n-grams when513

the alignment criterion is relaxed and also improves514

summarization performance, suggesting that the515

stem and synonym matching functions can suc-516

cessfully consider semantically similar tokens to517

incorporate into training without degradaging the518

summarization performance.519

7 Related Work520

Opinion Summarization Due to the challenges521

in collecting training data, many studies have de-522

veloped unsupervised solutions for opinion summa-523

rization systems (Chu and Liu, 2019; Amplayo524

and Lapata, 2020; Basu Roy Chowdhury et al.,525

2022). Recent studies have explored few-shot526

learning approaches that utilize a small number527

of review-summary pairs for training (Bražinskas528

et al., 2020a; Oved and Levy, 2021).529

Our technique falls in the middle of these two530

approaches, as we do not use annotated reviews-531

summary pairs for training while using a large num-532

ber of customer reviews and a small number of pro-533

fessional reviews as auxiliary supervision signals.534

Text Style Transfer Text style transfer is a tech-535

nique to rewrite the input text into the desired536

style (McDonald and Pustejovsky, 1985). The pri-537

mary approach for text style transfer is sentence-538

level, which is used as our baselines (Pipeline (Kr-539

ishna et al., 2020) and Multitask Jin et al. (2020)).540

Based on the observation that both Pipeline and541

Multitask do not perform well for the stylized opin-542

ion summarization task (in Table 2), we confirm543

that applying sentence-level style transfer cannot544

offer high-quality stylized opinion summarization545

and it requires paragraph-level text style transfer,546

which needs further exploration (Jin et al., 2022).547

Noisy Supervision Learning statistical models 548

under labeling noise is a classic challenge in ma- 549

chine learning (Angluin and Laird, 1988; Natarajan 550

et al., 2013) and is an active research field because 551

of the increasing availability of noisy data (Han 552

et al., 2020; Song et al., 2022). Among the major 553

approaches for noisy supervision, the loss adjust- 554

ment approach is widely used in the NLP com- 555

munity, as it can be coupled with any type of 556

commonly used Transformer-based language mod- 557

els (Devlin et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020) 558

In text generation, previous studies have at- 559

tempted to improve the model faithfulness by 560

treating hallucinated summaries as noisy supervi- 561

sion (Kang and Hashimoto, 2020; Fu et al., 2020; 562

Goyal et al., 2022). Our study is different from the 563

line of work in the sense that we combine noisy- 564

reviews-summary pairs and noisy supervision to 565

develop a non-parallel training framework for styl- 566

ized opinion summarization. 567

8 Conclusions 568

This paper proposes stylized opinion summariza- 569

tion, which aims to summarize opinions of input 570

reviews in the desired writing style. As parallel 571

reviews-summary pairs are difficult to obtain, we 572

develop a non-parallel training framework named 573

Noisy Pairing and Partial Supervision (NAPA ); 574

it creates noisy reviews-summary pairs and then 575

trains a summarization model by focusing on the 576

sub-sequence of the summary that can be repro- 577

duced from the input reviews. Experimental results 578

on a newly created benchmark PROSUM and an ex- 579

isting opinion summarization benchmark FewSum 580

demonstrate that our non-parallel training frame- 581

work substantially outperforms self-supervised and 582

text-style transfer baselines while competitively 583

performing well against supervised models that use 584

parallel training data. 585
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9 Ethical Considerations586

We do not see any ethical issues, but we would587

like to mention some limitations. This study in-588

vestigates the use of a limited number of unpaired589

desired summaries during training. We employ par-590

tial supervision to reduce the risk of hallucination,591

but there is still a potential to generate unfaithful592

summaries. Thus, the model may generate incon-593

sistent opinions with the source reviews. There is594

also a trade-off between the quality and diversity595

of our token-level alignment method. We decided596

to use exact, stem, and synonym-based matching,597

but these methods may introduce alignment errors,598

leading to noisier training. For the annotation tasks,599

we paid $0.96 for each summary for the crowd600

workers on Appen. The estimated hourly wage on601

the platform is $13.48 per hour.602
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A Additional Experimental Details 881

A.1 Dataset splits 882

We show the details of dataset splits in Table 5. 883

Note that we eliminate the source reviews for train- 884

ing to ensure the non-parallel setting. We only 885

utilized the paired dataset to build the supervised 886

upperbound model. 887

A.2 Pre-processing decision on FewSum 888

For the Yelp dataset, we used reviews provided in 889

the Yelp Open Dataset. 6 For the Amazon dataset, 890

we used reviews in the Amazon product review 891

dataset (He and McAuley, 2016). We specifically 892

select 4 categories: Electronics; Clothing, Shoes 893

and Jewelry, Home and Kitchen; Health and Per- 894

sonal Care. Both datasets are available for aca- 895

demic purposes. 896

We first filter out the reviews shorter than 40 897

words and longer than 70 words and then remove 898

the non-English reviews using the language iden- 899

tifier model implemented in fasttext (Joulin 900

6https://www.yelp.com/dataset
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et al., 2017). Finally, we build the same approach901

to build pseudo and noisy pairs explained in §3 and902

§4.903

A.3 Baselines on FewSum904

• MeanSum (Chu and Liu, 2019): the unsu-905

pervised single entity opinion summarization906

models based on autoencoders. It generates907

summaries from the averaged latent represen-908

tations of reviews.909

• CopyCat (Bražinskas et al., 2020b): a single910

entity opinion summarization solution based911

on variational autoencoder models trained912

with leave-one-out objectives.913

• FewSum (Bražinskas et al., 2020a): an exten-914

sion of CopyCat model fine-tuned on FewSum915

dataset.916

• PASS (Oved and Levy, 2021): Fine-tuned917

transformer models initialized with T5 check-918

point (Raffel et al., 2020) on FewSum dataset919

and LkO perturbations to select the subset of920

the representative input reviews to generate921

summaries.922

• AdaSum (Bražinskas et al., 2022): Fine-923

tuned BART models on FewSum dataset with924

Adapter-tuning (Houlsby et al., 2019) for925

parameter-efficient adaptation.926

A.4 Training details927

Major hyper-parameters for training models are re-928

ported in Table 6 following the "Show-You-Work"929

style suggested by Dodge et al. (2019).930

B More Analysis931

B.1 Manual evaluation of the PROSUM932

Unlike existing opinion summarization datasets cre-933

ated by crowd workers, such as FEWSUM (Bražin-934

skas et al., 2020a), the PROSUM dataset is auto-935

matically created. Therefore, it is possible that the936

output summary may contain some content that937

cannot be recovered from the input reviews. Thus,938

we manually evaluated the quality of the PROSUM939

dataset.940

Specifically, we extracted noun phrases from the941

input reviews and output Michelin’s point-of-view.942

Then, we evaluated how many noun phrases in943

the output summaries were contained in the input944

reviews. To make the evaluation more efficient, we945

used sentence-transformers https: 946

//github.com/UKPLab/ 947

sentence-transformers (Reimers and 948

Gurevych, 2019) to extract the five noun phrases 949

from the input reviews that were most similar to 950

the noun phrases in the output summary. 951

We performed the evaluation on 20 randomly 952

sampled pairs and found that 87.65% of the noun 953

phrases were also included in the input reviews. 954

This result indicates that the majority of the facts 955

were properly included in the input reviews. 956

B.2 Stylistic Differences between Source and 957

Target 958

We investigate the stylistic differences between the 959

input reviews and output summaries of the PRO- 960

SUM and FEWSUM datasets. Specifically, we mea- 961

sure the degree of relatedness between each word 962

w and a style z by utilizing point-wise mutual in- 963

formation (PMI) (Pavlick and Nenkova, 2015; Ka- 964

jiwara, 2019), which is defined as follows: 965

PMI(x, z) = log
p(w | z)
p(w)

966

To handle potential sparsity issues, we applied 967

Laplace smoothing to calculate PMI. 968

We present the top 20 words with the highest 969

PMI values for each style z in Tables 7-9. As shown 970

in Table 7, the Yelp style includes high PMI values 971

for first-person pronouns such as "i", "my", and 972

"me", whereas the Michelin point-of-view includes 973

many expressions that are not commonly used in 974

customer reviews such as "starring", "studded", and 975

"brimming", indicating that training solely on Yelp 976

reviews would not be sufficient for capturing the 977

Michelin style. 978

Furthermore, we conduct a similar analysis on 979

the FEWSUM datasets, as shown in Tables 8 and 980

9, and found that the human-written summaries on 981

the FEWSUM also include many expressions that 982

are not present in the input reviews. This indicates 983

that there are stylistic differences between the input 984

and output, even in FEWSUM datasets. 985

B.3 Pre-Training with Self-supervision 986

We show the same analysis with §6.2 on Yelp and 987

Amazon datasets in Table 6. We observed the 988

same trends with the PROSUM dataset, showing 989

the importance of pre-training with self-supervision 990

across all three datasets used in the paper. 991
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Computing infrastructure NVIDIA A100

Pre-training duration 24h

Fine-tuning duration 2h

Search strategy Manual tuning

Model implementation [MASK]

Model checkpoint [MASK]

Hyperparameter Search space Best assignment

# of self-supervision steps 100,000 100,000

# of fine-tuning steps 2,000 2,000

batch size 8 8

initial checkpoint facebook/bart-large facebook/bart-large

label-smoothing (Szegedy et al., 2016) choice[0.0, 0.1] 0.1

learning rate scheduler linear schedule with warmup linear schedule with warmup

warmup steps 1,000 1,000

learning rate optimizer AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019)

AdamW β1 0.9 0.9

AdamW β2 0.999 0.999

learning rate 1e-5 1e-5

weight decay choice[0.0, 1e-3, 1e-2] 1e-3

gradient clipping 1.0 1.0

Table 6: NAPA search space and the best assignments.

C Qualitative Examples992

We present summaries of the PROSUM data gener-993

ated by Self-supervision (SS), Pipeline, SS + Noisy994

Pairing, and SS + Noisy Pairing + Partial Supervi-995

sion in Table 10.996

For the self-supervised system (SS), the gener-997

ated summary is a factually consistent summary998

with the source reviews, but it is a more review-like999

summary that includes first-person pronouns (e.g.,1000

I, my) and subjective opinions (e.g., The salmon1001

skin hand roll and spicy tuna hand roll are two of1002

my favorite things).1003

Using the style transfer model (Pipeline), the1004

generated summary contains attractive adjectives1005

such as terrific, but the content of the summary can-1006

not be changed by the style transfer model, so the1007

summary still contains subjective opinions and first-1008

person pronouns generated by the self-supervised1009

system and introduce non-factual contents as well,1010

e.g., crispy pork was terrific .1011

The model trained with the noisy paired dataset1012

generates a more Michelin-like summary because1013

it is fine-tuned with the same style of summaries.1014

However, because the noisy training pairs are used1015

without partial supervision, the model generates a 1016

lot of non-factual content, such as the location of 1017

the restaurant (i.e., San Francisco ) or the name of 1018

the chef (i.e., Yoshihiko Kousaka ). 1019

Finally, partial supervision (SS + Noisy Pair- 1020

ing + Partial Supervision) enabled the model to 1021

generate Michelin-like summaries while main- 1022

taining factual correctness, such as chef’s name, 1023

Kiminobu Saito . 1024

D More details of human evaluation 1025

We performed human evaluation using the Appen 1026

platform.7 We sampled 50 instances from the PRO- 1027

SUM test set and recruited three crowd workers 1028

for each instance to evaluate the summaries gener- 1029

ated by four systems: Self-supervision, Pipeline, 1030

NAPA without Partial Supervision, and NAPA. The 1031

summaries and their corresponding reviews were 1032

presented to the worker in a random order, and the 1033

workers judged them using a 4-point Likert scale. 1034

The workers were asked to judge the summaries 1035

based on the following criteria: 1036

Fluency: the summary should be grammatically 1037

7https://appen.com/
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Yelp Michelin

i starring
my studded
’m brimming
was flaunts
were tailed
me tuck
we donning

went draws
had enriched

came talents
amazing bobbing

our black-and-white
5 towering

ambiance peruse
4 minimally

am thrill
waiter pressed-tin
tried tucking
felt golden-brown

Table 7: Top 20 words with the highest PMI values for
each style in the PROSUM dataset.

correct and easy to read; Relevance: the summary1038

should be consistent with the input reviews; At-1039

tractiveness: the likelihood of the summary being1040

shown on a professional restaurant website, such1041

as Michelin Restaurant Guide.1042

We also show the annotation screen in Figure 7.1043

The annotators are asked to select three aspects1044

of summaries based on the system’s generation.1045

The inter-annotator agreement was measured using1046

Krippendoff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 1980), which1047

was 0.456 for fluency, 0.458 for relevance, and1048

0.338 for attractiveness.1049

Review Summary

i generally
my particular
we well-liked
our features
me remarkably
did upscale
’m eyebrow
’ve impressive
got leaves
he general

came specializes
us regarded

went ratio
again payment

’ll feature
say desired
am competent
2 well-regarded

wo tuesdays

Table 8: Top 20 words with the highest PMI values for
each style in the YELP dataset of FEWSUM.

Review Summary

my dvds
i recommended

had versatile
me allows
got overall
you drawback
am tends
’ve ensure

were laptops
our weak
’m delicious
he generally
her child
she consumers
said drowsiness

4 adjusted
week fitting
going consistently

see offer

Table 9: Top 20 words with the highest PMI values for
each style in the AMAZON dataset of FEWSUM.
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NAPA : Chef Kiminobu Saito has been at this spot for years , and it ’s no surprise that he ’s become one of
the city ’s most beloved chefs . His attention to detail is evident in every single detail of this restaurant , from
the cleanliness of the dining room to the attentive service . The omakase is the only way to go here , and the quality of the

fish is just as important as the service . Start your meal with a cup of miso soup , then move on to a selection of handrolls ,

like the salmon skin hand roll and the toro , which are both tender and flavorful . The chef ’s personal touch is also evident in
the presentation of each piece of fish , and you ’ll be hard pressed to find a better one than the one on offer here .

w/o Partial Supervision: If you ’re looking for a laid-back , family-friendly sushi bar in the heart of downtown San Francisco ,
this is the place to be . The dining room may be small , but the mood is upbeat and the service is warm and friendly . Chef

Yoshihiko Kousaka is the man behind the counter , and his skillfully curated omakase is evident in every morsel of food he
prepares . The quality of each morsel is impeccable , and you can tell that he takes great pride in every detail of his work-whether
it ’s hand-rolls , hand-formed karaage , or hand-tossed morsels of fish in a wood-fired oven . Highlights include a trio of
handrolls made with house-made sashimi , each with its own unique flavor profile and texture , and a hand-ground toro that pairs
perfectly with a glass of sake or sake-battered sake .

w/o Noisy Pairing and Partial Supervision: Sushi Note is one of the best sushi restaurants I ’ve ever
been to in my life . The service is impeccable , the food is amazing , and Chef Kiminobu Saito
is an absolute pleasure to talk to . The omakase is the way to go if you want to experience
the full experience of sushi and wine pairings . The salmon skin hand roll and spicy tuna hand roll are two of my favorite

things on the menu . I ’m not a huge fan of spicy tuna , but the spicy tuna was so good that I had to order it again the

next time I went . The scallop with truffle truffle and toro is also a must try . If you ’re in the mood for sushi , this is the
place to go . It ’s a little pricey , but it ’s worth it for the quality of the food and the service .

Pipeline: In fact , I ’ve never been to a better sushi bar in my life . The service is terrific , the food is terrific , and
Chef Kiminobu Saito is a terrific talker . Once inside , order a cocktail and admire the full sushi and wine experience

. The salmon roll and spicy tuna hand roll are my favorite . Do n’t like spicy tuna , but the crispy pork was terrific .

Starters like truffle and truffle are also a must try with these truffle and truffle . It ’s the right place to go to the sushi counter .
It ’s worth every second for this quality of the food and the service .

Table 10: Qualitative examples on PROSUM dataset. Faithful/unfaithful contents are highlighted in green / orange .
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Figure 6: Comparison of summarization quality with
and without pre-training on Yelp and Amazon datasets.
The blue line denotes the model trained in a super-
vised setting, orange line denotes the model trained with
partial supervision and green line denotes the model
trained without partial supervision. While pre-training
with pseudo-training data improved the performance
in all settings, we found a significant improvement, es-
pecially in the non-parallel settings (orange line and
green line).
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Figure 7: Human evaluation task
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